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Accessories 

 

BUG AND GRILLE DEFLECTOR KIT 

      

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS       

 

1. This kit should include four separate pieces, bug deflector, grab handle, left and right vertical grille 

deflectors. 

2. Remove grille from truck body.  

3. Remove the grab handle plastic cup by removing two 12MM bolts from inside the hood. 

4. Place the supplied grab handle inside the original plastic cup leaving approximately 1/8” between 

the front wall of the cup and the grab handle.  Transfer the location of the two holes onto the plastic 

cup with a marker.  Drill marked locations in plastic cup with a 5/16” drill bit. 

5. Transfer the two U style clip-on nuts from the OEM handle onto the new grab handle support with 

the threaded side facing the front of the truck. 

6. Re-install the original plastic cup and attach the grab handle to the hood using the original 2 bolts 

from the inside of the hood.  

 
7. Loosely bolt the bug deflector in place snug to the hood.  

8. Mark the centers of the 5 bolt holes on the inside of the hood and remove the bug deflector. 

9. Double check that the bug deflector was tight to the edge of the hood for the marked spots. 

10. Drill the marked holes with a 25/64” drill bit. 

11. Insert the nutserts and tighten using the nutsert tool, barbed lock washer and the ¼-20 hex bolt to 

lock the nutsert in place. 

12. Remove the protective plastic from all the mounting surfaces/tabs. 

13. Bolt the bug deflector to the handle (with the top edge flush) using the two 10-32 x 1/2” bolts, 

washer and nuts. Then bolt all the tab mounts. 

14. Hang the side pieces by the 10-32 bolts from the top bug deflector, then repeat steps 7 to 10 for each 

side. 

15. Remove all protective plastic, clean with glass cleaner, tighten all bolts and re-install the factory 

grille. 


